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RESONANCE INTEGRAL CALCULATIONS FOR ISOLATED RODS 
CONTAINING OXIDES OF 23,U AND ^Th 

V. C. Baker 
J . H. Marable 

ABSTRACT 

This report discusses results of resonance integral calculations for UOj and ThO: 
isolated rods. The calculations were performed with ENDF/B-IV cross-section data and 
the multigroup transport code ANISN. The findings reported demonstrate by comparison 
to semiempirical relationships (based on experimentally derived results) the suitability of 
the method used for determining resonance integrals. 

The calculations were based on a cylindrical rod in an H2O moderator of large radius. 
Multigroup cross sections were obtained by a M1NX-SPHINX-AMPX sequence, and 
ANISN was used to account for the neutron flux and capture rates. A special approach 
was used to determine a neutron source distribution such that Ti.̂  flux in the moderator 
region was forced to behave in an asymptotic way, thus providing a means by which to 

- calculate the "ideal" resonance integral experiment. 

The UO2 resonance integrals calculated were in exceptionally good agreement with 
experimental values based on isolated rods. The ThOi results were approximately 6% lower 
than experimental values, and efforts to understand the discrepancy are discussed. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

During the past two d'.cades, growing attention has been paid to the measurement and 
calculation of resonance integrals. In particular, contributions by Nordheim,1 Adler,2 Goodjohn and 
Pomraning,3 Spinard et al.* Rothenstein,5 and others have made available a wealth of 
documentation on the theory of neutron resonance absorption. Experiments analyzed by Hardy,6 

Foell and Connolly,7 and Hellstrand8'9 have provided much quantitative data which has led to 
correlations of resonance integrals to the geometric and composition qualities of isolated heavy 
metal oxide fuel rods. Recently, Todosow and Carew10 have evaluated resonance integrals using 
ENDF/B-IV cross-section data and the multigroup cell code HAMMER." 

Probably the most well-known and generally employed correlation for resonance integrals is 
that involving the surface-to-mass ratio (S/M) of the metal oxide of interest. The Hellstrand 
correlation (see Ref. 8) is widely employed in thermal reactor physics calculations and is used in a 
number of fuel cycle depletion codes such as LEOPARD." The accuracy of Hellstrand's correlation 
(2-3%) has been verified only for fuel rods with relatively low S/M (< 0.7 cm2/gin for UO2 rods). 
With the advent of the denatured urania/thoria fuels, which are characterized by somewhat higher 
values of S/M, alternative approaches to calculating resonance integrals have been investigated. This 
report discusses the methodology and results obtained by a rather straightforward approach which 
uses evaluated neutron cross-section data (ENDF/B-IV) and discrete ordinates transport theory. 
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2.0 THE CALCULATIONAL METHODOLCXJY 

The calculational method is required to sathfv the following criteria: 
1. Be amenable to calculating resonance integrals for a variety of fuel rod compositions 

2. Utilize existing computer code resources which are generally available and relatively 
inexpensive to .use. 

3. Require a minimum amount of timc-consuming hand calculations. 

4. Provide accuracy to within 2-3% of experimentally determined values. 

These criteria have been imposed so that reliable data can be obtained at relatively low cost aitd 
with little or no requirements for new code development. 

The obvious starting point in the development of a solution procedure is to define the quantity 
of interest. Since the solution algorithm involves the use of multigroup transport theory, we shall 
derive a representation of the resonance integral in multigroup form. We begin, then, with the 
definition of what we mean by "resonance integral." Lamarsh" has provided a quasi-physical 
interpretation: 

. . . the resonance integral is equal to the integral of the [effective] absorption [capture] 
cross section over the resonance region which is necessary to account for the observed 
neutron absorption rate in a flux equal to that existing in the absence of the resonances. 

This interpretation is quasi physical because it appears to relate a physically measurable quantity 
(i.e., neutron absorption rate) to some as yet undefined "effective" absorption cross section. Indeed, 
the resonance integral is useful for that very reason; physically measurable quantities can be 
calculated for a given fuel system in terms of its resonance integral. 

We consider an isolated UO2 fuel rod imbedded in an infinite sea of moderator. The neutron 
absorption rate in the 23,U is 

where u is the lethargy variable, <£,(u) is the spatial average flux per unit lethargy in the fuel, and 
0T(u) is the absorption (or capture) cross section for m U . Note that we are determining a capture 
rate per 238U nucleus, not absorption per unit vol ime; hence the use of the microscopic cross section. 
Of course, the flux <Mu) varies with lethargy since depressions appear corresponding to the " 'U 
cross-section resonances. 

and sizes. 

2.1 Definition of the Resonance Integral 

(1) 
Res 
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We now consider some "effective cross section," 2Saen(u) which would give rise to the same 
absorption rate, R, were the flux not depressed by the 23IU cross-section resonances. This, of course, 
is a hypothetical condition; nevertheless, we shall make use of the concept. In fact, let us put it 
another way. Suppose a uniform asymptotic (1/E) flux exists in the moderator, and a fuel rod is 
inserted into the flux field such that the neutron flux remains unperturbed. Obviously, if this were 
the case, the 238U cross section must be adjusted somehow in order for the reaction rate in our 
hypothetical situation to be equal to that in the "real world" case. This "adjusted" cross section we 
shall refer to as 28ocri(u). Then ;n the absence of resonances, and in an asymptotic flux, the 
absorption rate would be 

R = / 2 8a e f f(uH a sdu - (2) 
Res 

Equating (1) and (2) gives 

/ 2\(uH r(u)du = / 2 8 ^ e f f ( " H a s d u • (3) 
Res Res 

Since the asymptotic flux is constant with lethargy, we can divide both sides of Eq. (3) by <f>u to 
obtain 

/ 2 V ( u H r ( u ) d u r 
Res r

 = j 28aef£(u)du . (4) 
^as Res 

Indeed, the right-hand side of Eq. (4) is the Lamarsh definition of the resonance integral. 
Hence, 

28R.I. f 28av(u)¥ (u)du . (5) 
<Pas J 1 
a s Res 

In terms of multigroup fluxes and cross sections, it is shown in Appendix A that Eq. (S) can be 
written as 
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2 8 R . I . = mod 
'fuel 

y y ) V.ct . <b. 

j \ g -

(6) 

where g denotes energy group, Vm0d and Vfuei are the total volumes of the moderator and fuel, 
respectively; and Vj and V, are the interval volumes in the fuel and moderator corresponding to the 
multigroup fluxes and respectively. AU is the lethargy- width corresponding to the groups 
over which the asymptotic flux is summed. 

Implicit in the definition of the resonance integral as derived above is the assumption that the 
flux in the moderator behaves as I / E or constant with lethargy. (Recall that it was further assumed 
that this flux shape would exist in the fuel were it not for resonance absorption.) It will be shown 
later that the requirements for an asymptotic flux behavior in the moderator play an important part 
in the neutron source determination for the transport calculation. 

2.2 Cross-Section Processing 

Multigroup cross sections used in the analysis were generated by a MINX14 - SPHINX15 — 
AMPX16 procedure which utilized Tomlinson's TRX-1I11 131 group structure which is shown in 
Table 2.1. Fig. 2.1 is a flowchart showing the basic ENDF/B-IV data files, the various processing 
codes, and eventually the production of an ANISNU nuclide library. 

MINX is a multigroup cross-section processing code which reads the ENDF/B file and 
produces pointwise and multigroup data. The MINX output data includes group averaged infinitely 
dilute (AMPX multigroup files) and Doppler-broadened cross sections, self-shielding factors, and 
group-to-group transfer matrices. The grcup constants produced from the TRX-II 131 group 
structure were calculated by using a 1 / E spectral weighting function between .625 eV and 67 KeV 
and a fission spectrum between 67 KeV and 10 MeV at a fission teirnerature of 1.27 MeV. A 
Maxwellian distribution about a temperature of .02585 eV was employed for the single thermal 
group spanning 10"5 eV to .625 eV. (Actually, for the resonance integral calculation, contributions in 
the thermal group were not included in the total capture rates since the lower energy cutoif is about 
.5 eV. Consequently, the fact that MINX does not account for upscatter at thermal energies was not 
a problem. Details on the treatment of the low energy cutoff are given in Appendix B.) 

A Bondarenko19 scheme is employed by MINX to construct table sets which account for 
temperature and dilution effects. Specific temperatures used were 0°K, 300°K, 900° K and 2100°K. 
Background cross sections ranging from 1.0 to 10s barns were used to construct the self-shielding 
tables. The temperature and self-shielding effects are quantized by F-factorr: which are the ratios of 
self-shielded and Doppler-broadened cross sections to the infinitely dilute cross sections at 0°K. 
MINX outputs the F-factors in standard CCCC III, interface formats. 
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Table 2 . 1 . TRX-2 131 Group Energy Boundar ies 

Upper Upper 
Group Energy (eV) Group Energy (eV) 

1 1.00000+7 36 6.79800+1 
2 6.06531+6 37 6.75000+1 
3 3.67879+6 38 6.68700+1 
4 2.23130+6 39 6.65900+1 
5 1.35335+6 40 6.63800+1 
6 8.20850+5 41 6.62200+1 
7 4.97871+5 42 6.61975+1 
8 3.01974+5 43 6.61750+1 
9 1.83156+5 44 6.61654+1 

10 1.11090+5 45 6.61558+1 
11 6.73795+4 46 6,61462+1 
12 4.08677+4 47 6.61366+1 
13 2.47875+4 48 6.61270+1 
14 1.50344+4 49 6.60980+1 
15 9.11882+3 50 6.60700+1 
16 5.53084+3 51 6.59900+1 
17 3.35463+3 52 6.58700+1 
18 2.03468+3 53 6.55100+1 
19 1.23410+3 54 6.52300+1 
20 7.48518+2 55 6.50400+1 
21 4.53999+2 56 6.46200+1 
22 2.75364+2 57 6.38000+1 
23 1.67017+2 58 6.32200+1 
24 1.0131CH-2 59 5.30000+1 
25 9.36000+1 60 3.970004-1 
26 9,30000+1 6 l 3.87600+1 
27 9.12800+1 62 3.81850+1 
28 9.06250+1 63 3.78100+1 
29 8 .97500+1 64 3.75200+1 
30 8 .87500+1 65 3.72100+1 
31 8 .39200+1 66 3.69800+1 
32 8 .32000+1 67 3.69146+1 
33 8 .18000+1 68 3.68491+1 
34 8.00000+1 CO 3.68300+1 
35 6.86800+1 70 3.68108+1 
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T a b l e 2 . 1 . (Cont inued) 

Upper Upper 
Group Energy (eV) Group Energy (eV) 

71 3.67917+1 102 2.01500+1 
72 3.67725+1 103 2.00000+1 
73 3.67534+1 104 1.98000+1 
74 3.66767+1 105 1.92600+1 
75 3.66000+1 106 1.05000+1 
76 3.65000+1 107 9.93000+0 
77 3.63800+1 108 8.06000+0 
78 3.60955+1 109 7.51000+0 
79 3.57800+1 110 7.19000+0 
80 3.54900+1 111 7.01000+0 
81 3.51200+1 112 6.90000+0 
82 3.46000+1 113 6.78000+C 
83 2.30000+1 114 6.71000+0 
84 2.24500+1 115 6.69690+0 
85 2.19500+1 116 6.6S387+0 
86 2.15800+1 117 6.67830+0 
87 2.13000+1 118 6.67280+0 
88 2.11000+1 119 6.66720+0 
89 2.10000+1 120 6.66170+0 
90 2.09626+1 121 6.65616+0 
91 2.09252+1 122 6.64310+0 
92 2.09152+1 123 6.63000+0 
93 2.09053+1 124 6.56000+0 
94 2.08953+1 125 6.40000+0 
95 2.08854+1 126 6.25000+0 
°6 2.08754+1 127 6.15000+0 
97 2.08377+1 128 5.95000+0 
98 2.08000+1 129 5.50000+0 
99 2.07600+1 130 1.00000+0 

300 2.06000+1 131 6 . 2 5 0 0 0 - 1 
10.1. 2 .04000+1 1 .00000-5 
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ORNL—DWG 79-13562 

Fig. 2.1. Flow Diagram for Obtaining 131 Group Cross Sections from ENDF/B-IV Data 
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The SPHINX code reads two data files produced by MINX (ISOTXS and BRKOXS files) and 
from the geometry and composition of the fuel cell computes background cross sections for each 
nuclide. Fuel temperatures of 300°K and 1089°K were selected for the analysis. Using a table 
look-up procedure and an interpolation scheme, SPHINX generates F-factors for each nuclide at 
each temperature and outputs the data which is merged with the infinitely dilute AMPX master file 
using the CHOXM module of the AMPX system. The output from CHOXM, a self-shielded AMPX 
master file, is input to the NITAWL module which produces a standard nuclide library in an 
ANISN interface format. In order to conserve computer core requirements, each ANISN 
cross-section library was processed by the AXMIX20 code to obtain macroscopic group independent 
("GIP") libraries prior to the execution of the ANISN code. 

From the SPHINX level down, the processing procedure is problem dependent; i.e.. the 
processing for self-shielding effects r.nd Doppler broadening must be accomplished for each ANISN 
run made. 

The multigroup transport code ANISN was chosen as the method by which to determine the 
quantities in Eq. (6), from which the resonance integral can be easily computed with a few 
keystrokes or. a hand calculator. Recalling the correlation of S/M to resonance integrals, it was 
determined that holding nuclide number densities constant while varying only the fuel pin radii 
facilitated the process of varying S/M. Radii, corresponding number densities, and S/M for the 
various fuel systems investigated are tabulated in later portions of this repoi I. 

As mentioned previously, considerable attention was placed on the ability to impose an 
asymptotic neutron flux within the moderator. In order to determine the source distribution 
required, <*n infinite medium model and the "removal cross section" concept were employed. For an 
infinite, nonmultiplying medium, since there is no leakage, the neutron balance equation (assuming 
no upscatter) is 

2.3 The Transport Calculation 

(7) 

where 2r(E) is the "removal cross section' 

ER(E) = ^ ( E ) - E(E-*E) (8) 
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The lower limit of the integral in Eq. (7), E\ denotes energies just above E and the upper limit, E^ 
corresponds to the source group. In multigroup form, Eq. (7) is written as 

where = ST* - 2s(g—g). Requiring an asymptotic flux in the moderator implies 
<t>f/AU, = constant. Setting the constant equal to unity gives 

for all groups. 
Inserting Eq. (10) into Eq. (9) and using the multigroup cross sections for the moderator, the 

multigroup sources Sg can be readily generated. These sources are calculated by a simple 
FORTRAN program which solves Eq. (9) and punches the output in standard free-form FIDO 
format for use in ANISN. It was found that the multigroup fluxes per group lethargy in the 
moderator were quite constant when sources obtained in this fashion were used in the transport 
calculation. (See Appendix D for a listing of the source program used.) 

In the ANISN calculation, Po microscopic cross sections were included as separate materials, 
i.e., for 23IU and 232Th. From these were computed zonewise activities for absorption and fission 
rates. The capture rate is obtained by subtracting the fission rate from the absorption rate, the 
difference being the numerator in the square brackets in Eq. (6). This operation was done in a few 
seconds with the aid of a hand calculator. 

The denominator in the square brackets in Eq. (6) can be rewritten as 

g - 1 
( 9 ) 

(10) 

j \ g 
etc. , (11) 
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sincc for an asymptotic flux <f>,/ AU,. — constant — <f),.i/AU,*i, etc. To obtain this quantity directly 
from the ANISN output, groupwise lethargy widths were input in the 5* (velocities) array. 
Multigroup fluxes per unit lethargy then appear in the "density" column in the zone summary tables. 
Since in practice there was some slight deviation of the calculated fluxes per unit lethargy from 
group to group, the sum of these fluxes (also in the zonewise summary tables) was divided by the 
number of groups to obtain a simple average value. This operation took a few seconds using a hand 
calculator. All that remained to complete the solution in Eq. (6) was to multiply by the moderator to 
fuel volume ratio. This computation was trivial. Thus resonance integrals were computed with a 
minimum of hand calculations. 

The ANISN calculations were run in the cylindrical geometry mode. The fuel radii varied from 
about 0.3 cm to about 1.0 cm, while the moderator radius was held at 10 cm for each run. A total of 
30 radial intervals was used: about 12 in the fuel, 2 in the clad, and the remainder in the moderator. 
An S|6 cylindrical quadrature was used, and the scattering expansion was Pj. A white boundary 
condition was imposed on the outer surface of the moderator zone. Total running time from the 
SPHINX level through the ANISN execution was about three minutes on the IBM-360, Model 195. 

3.0 SYSTEMS ANALYZED 

The resonance integral sequence of calculations has been carried out for three different fuel 
compositions. Case I consists of UO2 (~4% 235U) isolated fuel rods. Cases 2 and 3 contain mixtures 
of uranium and thorium oxides, with Case 3 corresponding to the deviatured system. Clad material 
used was zircalloy-2 in each case (.0635 cm thick). The energy limits lor each resonance integra1 

calculated are specified in Table 3.1. Table 3.2 gives the isotopic compositions for each case. 
The UO2 and denatured systems were analyzed at 300° K and I089°K so that temperature 

effects on the resonance integral could be observed. As previously pointed out, S/M values were 
varied by changing the fuel radii while holding the nuclide number densities constant. Fuel radii 
used and the corresponding surface-to-mass ratios for the oxide indicated are given for each case in 
Table 3.3. 

Case 1 (UO2 fuel) was run primarily as a test case so that calculated resonance integrals could 
be compared with the empirical correlation of Hellstrand in order to verify the reliability of the 
methodology. As a check for the applicability of the group structure to calculating resonance 
absorption in thorium. Case 2 was run. Once the validity of the method had been tested and 
optimized by the first case study, the calculations for the denatured systems in Case 3 were 
performed. Results of the calculations are presented in the next section. 
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Table 3.1. Resonance Integral Energy Limits 

Case Description E. a lower E b upper 
Isotope for which 
R. I. Calculated 

1 . U02 (^4% 235U) 

2 Th02 
3 Denatured (U/Th)Oz 

.625 eV 2 MeV 

.50 eV 10 MeV 

.55 eV 2 MeV 

2 36 U 
2 32 Th 
2 38 U 

^Appendix B gives a brief description of the lower energy cutoff 
treatment used to subtract off contributions to the resonance integral 
in the thermal range below the desired energy cutoff. 

^Upper energies correspond to the lowest group number which 
contains source neutrons. 

Table 3.2. Fuel Rod Isotopic Compositions 

Number Densities (atoms/b-cm) 

Case 235U 238U Z3*\J 232Th l60 

1 6.80527(-4) 2.17263(-2) — — 4.4fl36(-2) 

2 8.6723 (-4) 2.1269 (-5) 4.39138(-5) 2.08748(-2) 4.36143(-2) 

3 9.2909 (-4) 3.6622 (-3) 7.4220 (-6) 1.6685 (-j.) 4.2568 (-2) 



Table 3 . 3 . Fuel Rod R a d i i and Sur face - to -Mass Ra t i oo 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

Radius(cm) S/M(2 3 8U02 ,cm2 /gm) Radius(cm) S/M(2 3 2Th02 ,cm2 /gm) Radlua(cm) S/M(2 3 9U02 ,cm2 /gm) 

.2921 .70288 .2921 .74846 .2921 4.170 

.41275 .49742 .41275 .52968 .41275 2 .951 

.5842 .35144 .5842 .37423 .5842 2.085 

1.0160 .20208 1.0160 .21518 1.0160 1.199 

— — — — 1.340 f l 0.908 

aFor this run S/M was varied by changing both the fuel rod radius and heavy metal number densities 
as follows: 

N 2 3 8 U - 1 .0223( -2 ) atoms/b-cm 

N 2 3 2 Th = 1 .0539( -2 ) atoms/b-cm 
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4.0 RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS 

For the Case I study (UO; fuel, enriched), agreement with the Hellstrand correlation was found 
to be excellent once the proper source distribution and correct self-shielding treatments were 
imposed.* Resonance integrals calculated for 252Th were found to be approximately 6rr lower than 
those measured by Hardy and Palowitch. and the reasons for these differences are unclear at this 
time. However, the primary suspect is the group structure used since that structure was tailored to a 
fine-group resolution of the '"U resonances. In spaces between the 23,U resonances, the group 
boundary intervals are widely separated, and some of these regions correspond to the important 
"32Th resonances. Efforts to understand, explain, and ameliorate the 2,2Th integrals are under way. 
and the results of this investigation will be presented in some future work. 

Finally, for the denatured urania thoria system (Case 3). results appear to be favorable. 
Calculated resonance integrals for 238U in these systems lie between the likely Units of the Hellstrand 
correlation and experimental data obtained by Foell and Connolly (Ref. 7). As pointed out in Ref. 
7, the Foell and Connolly fuel sar:ples contained quantities of PbO; which enhance neutron 
scattering and result in higher resonance integrals than one would expect for systems containing no 
lead oxide. Moreover, the Hellstrand correlation is known to underestimate resonance integrals in 
UO; systems characterized by Si M > 0.7 cm2, gm. The tables and figures at the end o r this section 
show the results obtained frcm the calculations and compare the results with various experimental 
and empirical data. 

As noted in the footnote below, the original approach to cross-section self-shielding was to 
perform a single SPHINX calculation and use the resulting self-shielded cross sections for each pin 
cetl calculatcd. Moreover, it was thought that by placing the source neutrons in a single high-energy 
group, the flux in the moderator would attain an asymptotic shape at lower energies. Figure 4.1 
shows the results of the calculations using this approach compared with the Hellstrand correlation 
[R.I. = 5.35 + 26.6(S/M)'2 barns for UO: fuel]. The poor agreement between the Hellstrand and 
calculated values is due both to the inadequacy of the self-shielding treatment and the ambiguity 
introduced by the single-group source in determining the asymptotic flux value. 

When the source treatment was modified to impose a more nearly asymptotic flux, the results 
shown in Fig. 4.2 were obtained. One observes that the normalization [i.e.. the constant in the linear 
relationship between (S/M)1'2 and the resonance integral] appears to have been improved by the 
modified source treatment, but the slope of the line appears to be incorrect. From this observation it 
was determined that SPHINX runs must be made for each fuel pin size to properly account for the 

•Due to the fact that for different S/M values fuel rod radii were changed only slightly 
(fractions of a centimeter), the original approach was to use the same self-shielded cross sections 
obtained from SPHINX for each fuel pin of identical composition but slightly different radii. This 
approach proved unsuitable, however, since cross-section self-shielding was found to be rather 
strongly geometry (fuel rod radius) dependent. A comparison of the original and final approaches is 
noted in the figures. 
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self-shielding effects due to geometry. Figure 4.3 shows the results of the Case 1 calculation with the 
modified source treatment and the correct geometrical self shielding (SPHINX runs) applied for 
each fuel pin radius. The results show much better agreement with the Hellstrand correlation. Table 
4.1 gl.es values for the resonance integral calculated at 300° K and 1089°K using the latter 
methodology, and the acceptable agreement with the Hellstrand values served to verify the adequacy 
of the calculational approach. 

The Case 2 calculation for 232Th resonance integrals in oxide fuels was performed in the latter 
fashion described above. The calculations reflect values roughly 6% lower than experimental values 
obtained by Hardy and Palowitch. Two possible sources of error are the ENDF/B-IV data and the 
group structure used. Recently. Ullo21 has inferred from an independent investigation that the 
ENDF/B-IV data may yield self-shielded 232Th resonance integrals about 6cf below those 
determined experimentally. Moreover, the 131 group structure used contains broad groups spanning 
several resolved resonances in thorium, since the group structure was explicitly created for 238U 
resonance resolution below 100 eV. Future data testing plans call for a reanalysis of the isolated 
thorium oxide rods using ENDF/B-V data and a group structure more compatible with the thorium 
resonances. Results of the Case 2 calculations are given in Table 4.2, and Fig. 4.4 ;;hows the 
comparison with the Hardy and Palowitch data. 

For the denatured systems (Case 3) characterized by high S/M, resonance integrals for 238U in 
urania/thoria systems were calculated. It is known that the Hellstrand correlation tends to 
underestimate resonance integrals for 23*U in oxide for S/M greater than about .7 cm2/gm. 
Experimental data obtained by Foell and Connolly for denatured systems containing 
urania/thoria/lead mixed oxides was expected to yield somewhat higher values for resonance 
integrals due to the presence of the lead oxide and the resulting increase of heavy metal scattering. 
Thus, the Heilstrand correlation and the Foell and Connolly experiment should provide lower and 
upper bounds for denatured UQ2/ThO; systems. Figure 4.5 shows how the calculated resonance 
integrals lie be'.ween these bounds, with a tendency to favor the Hellstrand correlation, especially for 
low values of (S/M)1'2. Further evidence that the Foell and Connolly dat_ yields higher resonance 
integrals for both 232Th and 23SU is indicated by Figs. 4.6 and 4.7. As shown by Fig. 4.6. for (S/ M),/2 

greater than about .65, the Foell and Connolly thorium integrals are higher than those obtained by 
Hardy and Palowitch; while Fig. 4.7 shows that even for S/M < .7 cm2/gm ( S/M < .836), the 
Foell and Connolly data overestimates the Hellstrand values. In this range of S/ M the Hellstrand 
correlation is quite accurate, and one is led to conclude that the presence of PbCh in the Foell and 
Connolly fuel samples produces the net effect of increasing the resonance integrals, especially for 
high S/M. This conclusion further supports the notion that the Foell and Connolly data represents 
an upper )>mit for integrals in fuel containing no Pb02. 
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Fig. 4.3. 23,U Resonance Integral U02 Fuel (Case 1) 



Table 4.1. 238U Resonance Integral U02 Fuel (Case 1) 

S/M (cm2 /gm) Temperature R.I, Calc.a (barns) R.I. Heilstrand^ (barns) Calc./Hellstrand 

.2021 300°K 17.12 17. 21 .989 

.7029 300°K 27.84 27.65 1.007 

.2021 1089°K 18.75 19.15 .979 

.3514 1089°K 23.39 23.62 .990 

.4974 1089°K 27.09 27.24 .994 

.7029 1089°K 31.61 31.69 .997 

aENDF/B-IV cross-section data UBed for calculations. 

^Experimental error = 2% (Ref. 8). 
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Table 4.2. 232Th Resonance Integral Th02 Fuel (Case 2) 
(300°K) 

S/M (cm2/gm) R.I. Calc.a (barns) R.I. Hardy/Palowitch^ (barns) 

.2152 12.47 13.35 

.3742 14.74 15.70 

.5297 16.52 17.50 

.7485 18.74 19.59 

aENDF/B-IV cross-section data used in calculations. 

^Experimental uncertainty = ̂ . 6 barns for each case (Ref. 6). 

Table 4.3. 238U Resonance Integral Denatured Urania/Thoria Fuel 

S/M (cm2/gm) Temperature R.I. Calc-a (barns) 

4.170 300°K 62.83 

2.951 300°K 53.36 

2.085 300°K 45.33 

1.199 300°K 35.36 

0.908 300°K 31.27 

1.199 300°K 34.90 

4.170 1089°K 77.85 

2.951 1089°K 65.03 

2.085 1089°K 54.39 

1.199 1089°K 41.04 

0.908 1089°K 35.90 

1.199 1089°K 40.67 

aENDF/B-IV cross-section data used in 
calculations. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The results of the Case 1 UO; study indicate that the method used to calculate resonance 
integrals is reliable to the extent that it is consistent with the Hellstrand correlation for isolated UO; 
rods. Moreover, the 2i*U ENDF/B-IV capture data appears to adequately predict the self-shielded 
integrals, although detailed calculations of additional resonance integral experiments would be 
desirable. In addition, results obtained using ENDF/B-V data would also be useful, using the 
isolated rod calculations as a data testing tool. 

The Case 2 U2Th results indicate a discrepancy of roughly a 6% underprediction of thorium 
self-shielded resonance integrals. Although preliminary ENDF/B-V evaluations predict a moderate 
decrease in the infinitely dilute capture integral, it is not clear at this time what effect the version V 
data will have on shielded systems, although the inferences cited by Ulio suggest that it is possible 
that version IV data could be responsible for an underprediction of self-shielded thorium resonance 
integrals. A recalculation of thorium oxide rods using ENDF/B version V and a group structure 
especially tailored to accommodate both 238U and 2J2Th resonances is an obvious recommendation. 

Finally, for the Case 3 denatured systems, the results of the calculations indicate that the 
calculated values lie between probable upper and lower bounds, but the accuracy of the calculations 
cannot be adequately determined for lack of exact experimental data. Again, a consistent 
benchmark experiment for denatured urania/thoria systems would be desirable or, alternatively, a 
recalculation of mixed systems containing lead oxide in proportions equal to those of the Foell and 
Connolly experiment. 
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Appendix A 

MULTIGROUP FORM FOR THE RESONANCE INTEGRAL 

Lamarsh gives a physical interpretation to the resonance integral: 
. . . the resonance integral is equal to the integral of the absorption cross section 
over the resonance region which is necessary to account for the observed neutron 
absorption rate in a flux equal to that existing in the absence of the resonances. 

If we assume that an effective absorption cross section, acn(u), and a flux (per unit lethargy) 
4>m(u) in the moderator which is equal to that in the fuel in the absence of resonances will give rise to 
the same number of absorptions due to a cross section o.(u) and flux <Mu) >n the fuel in the presence 
of resonances, we can write 

where <f> denotes a spatial average flux. 
Since <Mu) is the flux in the moderator, we will assume that it has attained some asymptotic 

value, 4>ai, with a 1/E behavior. Thus <£(u) becomes and Eq. (A.l) becomes 

The right-hand side of Eq. (A.2) is indeed the Lamarsh definition of the resonance integral. 
We now define the average value of the flux over the spatial variable as 

(A.1) 

Res Res 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 
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where V is the volume of the fuel or moderator over which the integral is taken. Equation (A.2) can 
then be written 

I = mod 
c r _ 

J du J a (r,u)<Kr,u)d3r 
res fuel / *as<r)d3r (A.4) 

nod 

We shall now change the variable of integration to energy rather than lethargy. Recall that 

U = l n 1 7 ' 

du = ̂ r dE , and c» 

<t>(u) = E«J)(E) . 

Thus the integral in the numerator in Eq. (A.4) becomes 

/ « / 
Res fue l 

a (r,E)<j>(r,E)d 
a 

(A.5) 

To transform to energy variables, we recall the assumption that <t>u is not a function of lethargy. 
Thus 

4> (u) « c o n s t = E<j)(E) . (A.6) 
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Multiplying both sides by du gives 

(J) du - E<{>(E)du = E<J>(E)idE • (A.7) as c 

Integrating Eq. (A.7) gives 

4»ag / d « - / (j)(E)dE 

or 

f <Kr,EldE 
* a s ( 7 > = Z ' <A-8> 

To apply limits of integration to Eq. (A.8), we desire energy limits over which the flux does 
indeed behave as 1/E, our original assumption. We now write 

E .5 

f *(r, E)dE 
_ E 

+ ( r ) = _£_ ( A 9 ) 

• s / > 
E 
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where E, is the maximum energy of source neutroas, and Ec is some thermal cutoff energy below 
which there are no resonances. Substituting Eqs. (A.9) and (A.S) into Eq. (A.4) gives 

I = mod 
'fuel 

J dE J" aa(r,E)<j>(r,E)d3r 
E fuel c 

8 I s 

J d 3 r J <}>(r\E)dE J J | d E 
mod E I E c I c 

(A. 10) 

Putting Eq. (A.10) into multigroup form gives 

I = mod 
^fuel 

(A.ll) 

where g denotes energy groups such that Ec ̂  E, < E„ gf such that Er ^ E, ^ E„ i and j are spatial 
intervals in the fuel and moderator, respectively, and AU is the total lethargy width spanned by Ec ^ 
E^sS E,. 
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Appendix B 

SUBTRACTING OFF THE THERMAL CONTRIBUTION TO ABSORPTION 

In the calculation of resonance absorption to cutoff energy Fi, it is important not to include 
absorptions below Ei. If Ei is not at the boundary of one of the groups but is below group i so that 

where E,M is the lower energy of group i, then the absorptions below group i but above EI can be 
calculated in the following way. 

Assume (1) the flux per unit energy varies as 1/E, and (2) the absorption cross section varies as 
1/v. Then the absorptions Ai below group i but above Ei may be written 

u i +1 

= (J, a0 e - ^ c 2 (e - ' 5 U l - e ' ^ i + l ) 

(B.1) 
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This last expression may be related to the group flux <f>, and written as follows 

A. = 2 (J).a0 v. /-i- . 

In this expression, the cross section is normalized to a standard value o ° at velocity v0. It might be 
preferable to relate to the total absorptions A, in group i. Under the assumptions this is 

Hence, combining the expressions for A, and Ai we have 

A l A ± ( V i V i + l ) / ( v i + l V i ) 

or 

/ V i \ / V i + 1 ~ \ E i + ( E i E i + l ) H E i + 1 ~ E i 

where Ai is the absorptions below group i but above energy Ei corresponding to speed vi, and Ai is 
the absorption in group i with upper velocity bound vf and lower velocity bound vi+i and with 
corresponding energy bounds Ei and 
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Appendix C 

FORTRAN PROGRAM TO CALCULATE MULTIGROUP FIXED SOURCES 
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